
 
“It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit” – 

Harry S. Truman 
 
Dear Members of the Assembly, 
  
 Hope the first half of your semester has been off to a stellar start? Thank you for 
all the things you do to make the MSU and McMaster a better place, sometimes I forget 
that you all are also full time students because of the amount of extra-curricular activities 
you undertake. 
 Below are a few updates since the last time I reported to the assembly at SRA 
15F. If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me. I will be out of the office for 
OUSA GA starting on Thursday and would not be back till a few hours before the start of 
our meeting, so please try to ask me before then.  
 
UPDATES ON PLATFORMS/PROJECTS 
 Online booking of clubspace: This is one of the last major upgrades to club 

that was on my platform. Due to the diligent work of people in the clubs 
department this project is due to launch in the next couple of weeks. The idea 
behind this is that by moving the booking of clubspace online, we can free up 
time for the clubs admin and assistants to do other things that benefit our 
numerous clubs. 

 Leadership Summit for Women (LSW): The leadership summit occurred on the 
24th of October and it was a huge success. We had about 160 people at the 
event who were able to engage in productive discussions on how to empower 
and encourage women identified individuals to take up leadership positions.  

 SLEF: As you might know SLEF is the student life enhancement fund. SLEF is a 
pool of money dedicated towards funding capital projects that enhance the 
student experience and campus here at McMaster. The cool thing about SLEF is 
that all the ideas submitted are from McMaster students, it is an opportunity for 
students to determine what their money is spent on. If you have an idea, please 
submit it at http://enhance.mcmaster.ca/. 

 Tuition: At the last Board of Governors meeting the VP Education and I 
presented to the BOG our plan to tackle tuition as well as some requests going 
forward. We requested the following from the BOG: 
A) Removing the interest off delayed tuition payments.  
B) Implementing activity based funding model to improve transparency. 
C) Improving and increasing institutional student financial assistance  
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The presentation was positively received by the BOG members and we were 
able to secure a meeting with the CFO to see how we can go about 
implementing the requests.  

 
MISCELLANOUS  

• HOCO Follow Up: At the last PACCR (President’s Advisory Committee on 
Community Relations) meeting, members of the community expressed concerns 
about a couple of keggers that happened during homecoming weekend. These 
concerns led to a larger discussion on how students are treated and regarded in 
the community. In the past couple of months there has been a lot of unfair and 
harsh criticism directed students. Students are a valuable part of the community 
and bring so much life and energy to it. Everyone should always remember 
that 
We need to make sure that students continue to partake in safe and legal 
activities. With that being said, the university has struck up a working group to 
look into these issues while at the same time allowing students to fully enjoy their 
university experience. 

• MSU Wants You: This committee is in full swing as we would be hosting focus 
groups consisting of SRA and non-SRA members in the next week. The aim of 
these focus groups is to figure out from students the barriers and roadblocks they 
encounter when they want to get involved in the MSU.  

• OUSA: This weekend we have the General Assembly for OUSA where we shall 
be discussing three policy papers: Student Financial Assessment, Teaching and 
Assessment and the Broader Learning Environment. At first glance I am in 
agreement with majority of the papers content, with only some few changes I 
would like to see made to them. Come Sunday I would be able to report to the 
assembly on how the conference went in general  

• Secret Gift Exchange: If you are interested in partaking in an SRA secret gift 
exchange, please let me know soonest. The gift exchanges would be occurring 
at the last SRA meeting of the semester.  

• Keep inviting me for events you attend and I would be more than delighted to be 
there.  

 
 
 
With thanks for all you do, 
 
Ehima Osazuwa 
MSU President 
McMaster Students Union 
president@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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